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eMR+ is our fully outsourced medical reporting
service allowing GP Surgeries to completely
alleviate themselves from the management and
production of medical reports.



Set-up time can take as little as 10 minutes
to set up

Created for the NHS to help eliminate some
of the pressures faced by GP surgeries

Free up valuable time to reallocate
workload and focus on patient care

We handle an extensive product mix

Reduces queries – no more managing
third party and payment chasers 

You can outsource the entire process
to our trusted team if you choose

Our team can provide super fast
turnaround times on reports

Key benefits to GP surgeries:

Why you should choose eMR+
Our sought-after eMR+ service takes care of the
mundane and manual task of managing your
medical reports by outsourcing the entire process
directly to our team of expert clinicians and
administrators. 

We provide this service FREE to the NHS with the
aim of helping alleviate some of the pressures and
challenges, enabling you to focus on other key
priorities, such as providing patient care.



Our services are built on the core belief that your
medical reporting process can be better managed with
ease, in a digital way while helping your surgery
embrace digital transformation.

Reduce time, cost and risk with our clinically coded,
digital reports, which work intuitively with you and your
existing clinical software.

Compatible with your 
clinical system
Our services have been built already integrated with
EMIS, SystmOne and Vision – meaning a more
streamlined set-up, as all we have to do is activate our
proprietary software eMR within your clinical system,
minimising your set-up time to as little as 10 minutes!

SAR

Standard insurance

Targeted insurance

FME

Clinical Trials

Occupational health

UC113

PIP

Disability living allowance

PMI

Police reports

MOD Veterans

MOD Other

Health Assessment Advisory Service

Legal aid

Disability student allowance

PHCR

CDRM

Report types
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Register your interest by
submitting your details
via our online web form.

Once setup, you can start
to send us your
instructions immediately.

The report is then
processed using our
clinically coded eMR
software.

Each report is reviewed
and signed off by our
certified in-house team of
clinicians.

Completed reports are
then sent to requesting
parties.

Wondering
how our eMR+
service works?



Tried, tested and trusted
To date, we have processed tens of
thousands of medical reports on behalf of
Primary Care customers across the UK. 

We ensure that patients are involved when
consent or report approval is required, as
well as handle all of the administrative and
invoicing tasks.

Medi2data is a team of passionate primary
care specialists, medics, data informatics
and industry experts, who have come
together to create simple, intuitive
technologies, which transform how medical
data is digitally reported and transacted. 
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NHS Digital Data Security and
Protection Toolkit - 8JQ49

ICO registered number
ZA353121

AWS Partner Network (APN)
ISO/IEC 27001:2013
Certified - IS 744869

NHS Digital Pairing

Professional Indemnity
Insurance

GP Clinical Systems
accreditation

NHS DPIA– NHS Data
Protection Impact
Assessment

ABI code of conduct

NHS HSCN

Security & Governance



I found the Medi2data team to be polite and
efficient, incredibly well informed, and

always highly proactive. 

The team have a wealth of knowledge and
are always happy to help.

It has been a great pleasure working with the
team and I wish eMR Medi2data huge

success.

Business Support Administrator,
White Horse Medical Practice

I’d recommend eMR+ to any practice to remove
the hassle of medical reporting. It’s free for GP

practices to use and saves hours of admin
every week. It’s an absolute no-brainer!

 Haughton Thornley Medical Practices

0333 3055 774
www.medi2data.com


